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eDriveXD Installation Notes

in full

in part 
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A
B

7

4

5

6

9

ECU

051-0364-000#

051-0397-000#

054-0168-000#

EA

TO TERMINAL / RECEIVER

050-0016-01

GNSS

SWSEF
051-0229-000#

054-0213-000#
051-0143-000# or 051-0144-000#

22

or*

or*

*Your kit will include one of these cables.

’

MAX/STX

REBEL
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Heed all relevant warnings in the installation guide just as they are provided. Warnings relate to:

640-0180-000

640-0177-000

WARNING:!
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Example E (MF8600): 

Table C3-1: Example ECU installations (continued)

A
B

7

4

5

6

9

SWSEF
051-0229-000#

ECU

051-0364-000#

051-0397-000#

054-0168-000#

051-0377-000#

EA

TO TERMINAL / RECEIVER

054-0213-000#
051-0143-000# or 051-0144-000#
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Example A (JD8000): 

Example B (NH8070): 

Example C (AP05AS): 
 

Example D (JD4040 and JD7010, standard 
[non-articulated] machines—eDriveX 
installation shown): 

Note: The bracket/ECU could be mounted 
anywhere within the marked area—so long as 
its mounting face is vertical and long sides 
parallel to the floor.

Table C3-1: Example ECU installations (continued)

44

Table C2-1: Example steering shaft access requirements

Example A (AP20AS): 

Example B (SC4640): 

Example C (CSTX-2, wheel machines):
” 

Example D (CSTX-2, Quadtrac machines): 
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 (i) You will attach the magnets to the steering shaft to align with the switch/sensor tip. You need to be sure that any 
operator adjustments to the steering column (tilt, for example) will not change the position of the magnets so that 
they no longer align with the sensor tip.
(ii) Having decided where you will mount the switch bracket /switch assembly and where the sensor tip will be, 
install the magnets before installing and securing the switch bracket. 
 (iii) In the various example photos in this section, ignore the callouts/IDs—for example SF and SC; your kit table 
B1 does not use these callouts/IDs.  

Example E (CASE C8900-A): 

Table C2-2: Example switch locations and bracket modifications

Example A (AP20AS): 

Example B (SC4640): 

Example C (CSTX-2, wheel machines): 

Table C2-1: Example steering shaft access requirements (continued)
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” ”

Before you perform any drilling, cutting or fastening, ensure that no other machine components, such as hydraulic hoses or 
electrical wiring, will be damaged. Failure to follow this warning may cause physical injury and/or damage to the machine.

There are restrictions on how the ECU can be mounted and accurate automated steering will not be achieved if the ECU is 
mounted incorrectly. Correct mounting (orientation and alignment) of the ECU is dependent on the correct installation of its 
mounting bracket:

. Installed that way, when the ECU is mounted on its bracket, both the ‘top’ (the ribbed, labeled side)  the 
connector socket of the ECU will face (or ‘point’) left, right, forward or aft. In other words, one long side of the ECU will face 
the floor and, like its bracket, be either parallel with or perpendicular to the machine’s centerline. (Note: the slight variation 
from the vertical with the slanted mounting bracket [labeled B in B2 on page 2] will not affect steering performance; the 
bracket is designed to ‘sit’ on an un-level surface and compensate for it.)

You can use any cab feature (for example, seat mounting box, floor mat rib) that you consider to be perpendicular or 
parallel to the machine’s centerline to similarly align your bracket.  

Table C3-1: Example ECU installations

Example - All installations: 

WARNING:!

WARNING:!
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Table C2-3: Example magnet attachments

Example A (AP20AS): 

Example B (SC4640): 

Example C (CSTX-2, wheel machines): 

”

Example D (CSTX-2, Quadtrac machines): 

Example E (Case C8900-A): 

66

Example D (CSTX-2, Quadtrac machines): 

Example E (CASE C8900-A): 

Table C2-2: Example switch locations and bracket modifications (continued)


